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Abstract : Deterministic simulation model such as SIR, SEIR for epidemic diseases like SARS, Covid-19 provides the

helpful information about the trends of the diseases progression and information about their rate of transmission

and other vital parameters. With introduction of vaccination compartment for SVEIR model we try to find out more

important parameters with vaccine efficacy for the transmission of the disease. More importantly this paper focuses

on the vaccination coverage importance for eliminating the Covid-19 disease situation in India. With current

effective reproduction rate Re or Rev (Basic reproduction number after vaccination or threshold quantity)= 1.64

with vaccine efficacy  =0.71 .Contact rate  (β) = 0.16063. Latency rate (α) = 0.19268. Recovery rate = (γ) = 0.09794, estimated

the value as 40 % to 45 % vaccination coverage needed for disease endemic at continuous phases. This paper also

attempts to find out way of calculating transmission rate at different periodic situation before and after vaccination

battling against disease transmission as per the vaccine characteristics and its durability for immunization. 
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Introduction

Epidemic mathematical modeling always considered being

helpful tool for forecasting disease simulation over the years.

Deterministic and stochastic models over the years derived,

formulated, structured many mathematical equations for

modeling to find trends and important parameters over disease

progression. The immense affecting scenario of Covid-19 over the

health issues of every individual around the world and its

influence on every aspect of human life needs to predict disease

spread or trends with at most power that can give vital

information over the disease for its transmission. Tools needs to

approach with continuous adoptability for dealing with the

situation like Covid-19. Many deterministic models are in

application for the epidemic disease scenario like compartmental

model SEIR (Suspected-Exposed-Infected- Recovered). With

vaccination drive introduced and in implementation against the

transmitted infection of Covid-19 virus, models are proving to be

the immense powerful weapon with capabilities to predict the

trend of the disease spread. However situation is still imminence

for the episodes specially, with the past history of pandemic

phase transformation of virus by its nature.

History of mathematical modeling 

Bernoulli [1] for his seminal presentation formulated the

first mathematical modeling on infectious disease smallpox

explaining the inoculation against smallpox virus can increase

the life expectancy by 3 years at birth. Ross [2] presented a

benchmark paper for establishing the modern mathematical

epidemiology in a systematic way. Kermack and McKendrick

[3,4,5] published three seminal papers using deterministic

compartmental epidemic modeling for SIR (suspected- infected-

recovered) Model. Heester beek & Dietz  [6] explained the

importance of R0 Basic Reproduction number the most basic

fundamental unit used for study of infectious disease in epidemic

theory.  Driessche[7] illustrated various mathematical model such

as SIR, SEIR, Cholera model, West Niel Model, Random Network

Model. Model for anthrax transmission, Zika transmission Model

for various infectious diseases and explained the method for

calculating basic reproduction number such as next generation

operator to calculate R0 , R0 in a periodic environment. Survival

function method to compute R0,Calculation of R0 for discrete

time systems, Stochastic models for estimating R0 [7].

Basic Reproduction Number (R0) and Effective

Reproduction Number (Re and Rt )

Basic Reproduction Number ( R0 ) value estimated as a

parametric function over three entities 1) Time duration of

contagiousness once person becomes
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